Emerging Art Series

James Rotz: Kibbutz of Desire

James Rotz, a recent MFA graduate from the U-M School of Art and Design presents photographs, written excerpts and art books featuring Kibbutz of Desire - an expression that at first has no meaning but after the third time around it begins to take on meaning.

“Kibbutz; colony, settlement, taking root, the chosen place in which to raise the final tent, where you can walk out into the night and have your face washed up by time, and join up with the world, with the Great Madness, with the Grand Stupidity, lay yourself bare to the crystallization of desire, of the meeting.” - Julio Cortazar

January 16 through March 6, 2013
Location: Rotunda Gallery, Building 18

Facilities

- **Power Outage on North Campus, NCRC and East Medical Center area**
  - [Live DTE Outages Map](#)
- **Building 10, North Entrance, Exterior Stair Repair:** A portion of these stairs will be shut down for the next few weeks while repairs are being made, please consider entering the Complex through Building 16 or Building 18 visitor lobbies.
- **Building 520, Escalator #22:** The repairs to this escalator are expected to be completed by the end of the week. Thank you for your continued patience.

New Moves

- **Dr. Wang Lab - Cardiac Surgery - Building 26, 3rd Floor**
- **IHPI Neurology - Building 16, 4th Floor**
- **IHPI Ophthalmology - Building 16, Ground Floor**
- **IHPI Veterans Affairs - Building 16, 2nd Floor**

Events

- **2/18 - NCRC Site Orientation**
- **2/19 - Blood Drive: Schedule your appointment today!**
  - Sponsor Code: ncrc
- **2/19 - NCRC Site Orientation**
- **2/21 - BIRT Information Session - Click here to RSVP**
- **2/26 - MLibrary@NCRC: Tools and Tips Workshop**
  - [MLibrary Publishing and Copyright Services](#)

NCRC Feedback
Questions or comments?
Please email: ncrcfeedback@umich.edu

NCRC Quick Links
Maps
Opus One
Request Forms
Welcome Kit
Scientific Core Facilities
Research Partnerships
Amenities
Announcements

- Research Link bus schedule has increased to every 15 minutes

Reminders

- BIRT NEEDS YOU! The NCRC is launching the University’s Building Incident Response Team (BIRT) program
- Cao Yu: Pioneer of Modern Chinese Drama
- James Rotz: Kibbutz of Desire
- Increased mail pick-up and drop-off times